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Jesse Stone: Innocents Lost Tom Selleck returns as Paradise's anguished
former Chief of Police, Jesse Stone, in his most gripping mystery yet. Cindy
Van Aldan was like a daughter to Jesse. Now she's dead. Although all signs
point to a suicidal drug overdose-a checkered history riddled with addiction,
associations with homicidal mobsters and an involvement in prostitution-Jesse
knows his friend better than that. This time it's personal, and Jesse will stop at
nothing to avenge the lost innocence and subsequent death of the young girl he
once mentored. Sony
Exporting Raymond Phil Rosenthal created one of the most successful
sitcoms of all-time, Exporting Raymond. He was a bona-fide expert in his
craft. And then.... the Russians called. In the hilarious Exporting Raymond, a
genuine fish-out-of-water comedy that could only exist in real life, Phil travels
to Russia to help adapt his beloved sitcom for Russian television. The
Russians don't share his tastes. They don't share his sense of humor. But what
Phil did discover was a real comedy, filled with unique characters and situations that have to be seen to be believed. An audience award winner at
multiple film festivals across the country, Exporting Raymond proves that
even if you've never seen Exporting Raymond, you'll still enjoy this wildly
entertaining film. Sony
Jumping The Broom A collision of worlds when two African-American
families from divergent socioeconomic backgrounds get together one weekend
in Martha''s Vineyard for a wedding. Taylor is caught in a six-month whirlwind romance that includes nights at the opera, long-stem roses and live
performances from R&B crooner El DeBarge and proposes to Watson at the
beginning of the film. Watson, who has to move to China for business, happily
accepts. But doubts about their impending marriage begin to seep in when they
confront difficult future in-laws, pressure from friends, and revelations of dirty
secrets. Stars Paula Patton, Angela Bassett, Laz Alonso, Loretta Devine,
Meagan Goode, Tasha Smith, Mike Epps, T.D. Jakes, Brian Mitchell, Valarie
Pettiford, Pooch Hall. Sony
Young Justice Season One Volume One A new half-hour animated DC
Universe series for a new generation starring Robin, Aqualad, Kid Flash,
Superboy, Miss Martian and Artemis. The six raw teenage heroes are Young
Justice the Justice League's secret weapon against the forces of evil. Based out
of the Cave, the teen heroes will take on under-the-radar missions that would
be impossible for the League proper (with its incandescent star-power) to
handle covertly. In addition, these kids are in constant training to take their
place alongside the great heroes. Red Tornado will be their supervisor; Black
Canary will be in charge of their training, and Batman will hand out their
assignments. And of course, Young Justice will push their missions, often
turning a simple assignment from Batman into something much larger, often
discovering that what they've been tasked to do is just the tip of the iceberg.
Warner
Dumbstruck Filmmakers Mark and Lindsay Goffman train the spotlight on
five ventriloquists who have devoted their lives to making audiences laugh
with the help of some truly colorful friends. When withdrawn 13-year-old
Dylan finds his voice in the form of a flippant black puppet named Reggie, his
father just wishes he would put down the doll and play football. Meanwhile,
former beauty queen Kim keeps schoolkids in stitches while seeking a job on a
cruise ship, veteran cruise-ship performer Dan strives to stay in his wife's good
graces, Terry makes a play for the top prize on America's Got Talent, black
sheep Wilma brings smiles to senior citizens and Walmart shoppers, and a visit
to the annual Vent Haven convention in Ft. Mitchell, KY, finds ventriloquists
from all around the world converging to exchange jokes and bond through
puppetry. Magnoia
Take Me Home Tonight A talented ensemble cast delivers laugh-out-loud
performances in this "fun nostalgia trip" (Richard Roeper). When Matt
Franklin's (Topher Grace) high-school crush Tori (Teresa Palmer) shows up at
his dead-end mall job, he and his buddy Barry (Dan Fogler) devise a wild
scheme for Matt to finally win the girl of his dreams. But only time will tell if
Matt can seduce this gorgeous goddess at a wild party and survive an outrageous night of seduction, destruction and debauchery. Take this hilarious
comedy home tonight! Fox
Tactical Force In this nail-biting action flick, a Los Angeles SWAT team on a
training mission finds itself trapped in an abandoned military complex without
effective weapons or access to outside help, just as two violent gangs close in
on their location. Vivendi
Be Cool In this sequel to the 1995 mobster comedy Get Shorty, John Travolta
returns as Chili Palmer, a smooth-talking loanshark turned successful movie
producer. But he's tired of the film industry, and so he sets his sights on the
music business, teaming up with music producer Edie (Uma Thurman)--the
widow of a recently murdered colleague. Seeing great potential in an up-andcoming singer named Linda Moon (Christina Milian), Chili makes it his goal
to rescue the young talent from her sleazy manager Raji (Vince Vaughn), and
make her a star. But it doesn't take long for Chili to realize that in the music
industry, not everybody plays by the rules. Combining organized crime and
record label know-how as they infiltrate the music industry, Chili and Edie
(Thurman) must free Moon from her contract with Raji and record label exec
Nick Carr (Harvey Keitel), while fending off the Russian mafia and a whole
slew of enemies, played by Cedric the Entertainer, and Andre Benjamin (of
OutKast), among others. Fox
Overboard Joanna is an obnoxious, wealthy woman, who becomes afflicted
with amnesia after she slips off her yacht. Dean Proffitt is the gruff, blue-collar
woodworker who recently had a nasty run-in with Joanna. Dean spots the
memory-free lass on television, and in an act of vengeance, "comes forward"
to declare her as his wife. The once-pampered Joanna is now performing
housework and caring for Dean's four uncouth boys! The two eventually fall in
love with each other, but when Joanna's real husband shows up (and makes her
aware of her riches), whom will she choose? Fox
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Dylan Doge Dead of Night Is a new horror/comedy film based on one of the
world's most popular comics. Brandon Routh stars as Dylan Dog, world
famous private investigator specializing in affairs of the undead. His PI
business card reads "No Pulse? No Problem." Armed with an edgy wit and
carrying an arsenal of silver and wood-tipped bullets, Dylan must track down a
dangerous artifact before a war ensues between his werewolf, vampire and
zombie clients living undercover in the monster infested backstreets of New
Orleans. Fox
Honeymoon In Vega Private detective Jack Singer promised his mother, on
her deathbed, that would never marry. Now, his girlfriend Betsy is threatening
to leave him if he doesn't marry her. Jack decides, despite his fear and guilt, to
give in to Betsy's demands. They fly off to Las Vegas where, in an attempt to
postpone the wedding, Jack joins in a "hospitality" poker game with professional gambler Tommy Korman, who cheats Jack out of $65,000. Tommy
offers Jack a deal: if Jack lends Tommy his girlfriend who coincidentally is the
spitting image of Tommy's dead wife -- Tommy will forget about Jack's debt.
Jack convinces Betsy to go along, and then, worried that he might lose Betsy
forever, frantically tries to break up their weekend. MGM
Donnie Darko Writer-director Richard Kelly's bold debut film is a social
satire, a dark comedy, a science fiction time-traveling fantasy, and a suburban
nightmare about an extremely intelligent, depressive, self-destructive, narcoleptic, gun-toting, sex-crazed, teenaged arsonist: Donnie Darko (Jake Gyllenhaal). Donnie Darko is not your typical teen comedy. But, like Ghost World
and Rushmore, it uses the trappings of the teen comedy as the entry point for a
subversive and trenchant (and also wonderfully entertaining) look at American
life. The difference between those films and Donnie Darko is that Donnie is an
unlikely hero who just might save the world. It's October 1988, in the Virginia
suburb of Middlesex. When Frank, a grotesque giant bunny (possibly imaginary), leads Donnie out of his house minutes before a plane smashes through
his roof, he not only saves Donnie's life but also warns Donnie that the world
is about to end. Over the next few weeks, Donnie falls in love with Gretchen
(Jena Malone) and tries to figure out what his life means. Kelly's film
perfectly captures the unease that is quietly scratching under the surface of
suburban late 1980s life. Gyllenhaal leads an exceptional cast, bringing Kelly's
twisted but humane vision to life. Fox
United States of Tara 3rd Season The battle for the student body begins as
Tara and her alters return to college. Her alternate personalities further
complicate her life as they turn the school upsidedown and send her family
into a ridiculous tailspin. Will Tara and her alters push through their boundaries in pursuit of academia? Join Tara and the Gregson family as they dramatically navigate the halls of higher education. This 2 disc set features all 12
chaos and comedy-filled episodes of the hit Showtime series. Showtime
Better Off Dead Lane Myer's (John Cusack) dreams are shattered when his
girlfriend Beth (Amanda Wyss) decides she prefers the company of a sleazy
ski jock over his own. This disheartening news leads Lane to attempt to take
his own life in various ways--all of which never seem to work out. But if he
can beat Beth's new boyfriend in a ski run down the treacherous K-12, he may
be able to win her back. Along the way, Lane also encounters a beautiful
French exchange student, a nasal spray-snorting neighbor, a rabid newspaper
boy, and dancing hamburgers. Paramount/CBS
Secret Dairy of a Call Girl Inspired by the popular blog and best-selling
memoir of a British sex worker who calls herself Belle de Jour, this provocative Showtime series follows the exploits of Hannah (Billie Piper), a welleducated, high-class call girl. Fulfilling the fantasies of the London elite while
posing as a legal secretary to her family, Hannah strives to keep her professional and personal lives separate a feat much easier said than done. In the
final season Belle continues her quest for fame and fortune, although she
contemplates abandoning her secret profession to bolster her troubled relationship with her boyfriend, Ben. Showtime
Outside the Wire Compete Series To many, Iraq is just a place on a map, but
this compelling documentary series showcases the real Iraq, directly from the
American soldierʼs point of view. Follow the captivating journey of filmmaker,
reporter and former Marine JD Johannes in this poignant and in-depth look at
the war in Iraq. Witness actual battle scenes and testimonies from soldiers on
why they fight and what it is like to go outside the wire and into combat. Go
beyond the headlines. Forget what the politicians and pundits say. See the war
from the ground. Mill Creek
Sniper The Unseen Warrior The sniper, first and foremost, is a hunter this
weapon is a rifle his prey another human being. None have embraced this
world better than the American sniper. From the American Revolution to the
modern wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the American sniper has been the most
efficient weapon on the battlefield. This fascinating documentary series
delivers heart-pounding real-life tales from the militaryʼs most experienced
snipers. Few military feats stir the imagination like the image of a pair of
riflemen waiting quietly in a building, in a bomb crater, or a mountain pass for
the enemy to walk into their crosshairs. Bonus feature includes Interactive
Timeline which chronicles the past and present transformation of the Sniper.
Mill Creek
Simon & Simon Best of Season 3 Explosions, bar fights, stakeouts, bikiniclad blondes, car chases and more explosions: Simon & Simon was prime-time
80's action at its best. Season Three finds Rick and A.J. facing trouble again in
beautiful San Diego, CA, on the trail of missing radio personalities, crooked
magicians, gamblers, horse smugglers and murderers. Together the Simons put
their street smarts and book sense to good use in a brotherly one-two punch,
leading to some action that is not always pretty and, for sure, not always
friendly, but ultimately gets the case solved. Mill Creek
Encounters From Another Dimension Go on an amazing adventure to
explore the many questions where the only answers lie beyond the next
dimension. What is their purpose? Where did they come from? Why did they
come to Earth? From dramatic recreations to in-depth interviews, watch as
strange and incredible events are depicted and explained we are not alone.
This 3 DVD collection features exclusive and unique footage of UFOs, Crop
Circles and the Paranormal. Encounters from another Dimension is a balanced
investigation into a theory some believe cannot be true, but many agree cannot
be ignored. Mill Creek

